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Be  

Our  

Guest ... 
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Beauty and the Beast is at Raleigh  Memorial Auditorium. I can see 

there is a big fountain in front of Raleigh Memorial Auditorium.  

 

Box office is at the middle 

of the front door of Raleigh 

Memorial Auditorium. And I 

can see there is a red cano-

py written “ Box Office”. 

The line might be long, but 

the box office staff 

will be serving me 

soon.  
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When I get my ticket from the box   

office, I will enter the  

theatre and give my ticket to the  

usher.  

The usher will look at my ticket, 

and tell me where my seat is.  I 

will follow the usher’s direction 

and walk  to my seat. 

  6 7 8 9 

I will find a seat that matches the number on the ticket, 

and have a seat.  
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When the show is about to begin, the 

theater will be dark; every one turns 

their mobile phones in silent mode, and 

everybody is quiet. 

 

I need to be quiet during the show, be-

cause I will not want to interrupt others 

when they’re enjoying the show.  

I will be hearing a melody at the 

beginning, it might be a little loud, 

but it won’t last too long. And I 

will hear and see a man start to 

sing and act on the stage. He is 

the beast. 
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Beauty and the Beast was a beautiful folklore. The story was so fa-

mous that everyone wanted to remember this story. There are some 

different ways to present the story, which are: through movie, 

through animation, and through musical.  

               Musical  

Movie 

Animation 
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I am watching Beauty and the Beast 

the  Musical today. There are some  

actors  wearing costumes singing, 

dancing and acting on the stage. I can 

choose to clap when each song ends to 

show the actors that I liked the show. 

Actors might get close to me during the show, but I just need to stay 

in my seat. If I feel scared during the show, I may choose to hug my 

family or friends.  
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After Act one, I will have a 15 minute break, which is called inter-

mission. I can choose to  use the restrooms, drink some water at 

the water fountain, or just go to the lobby for relaxing.  
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After the intermission, everyone will come back to their 

seat. The theater is getting dark again, just like the be-

ginning of the show. I know I will be quiet and will fin-

ish watching the Beauty and the Beast show.  
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When the show finishes, people may stand up and 

clap, in order to let the actors know how much they 

liked the    performance. I know I can stand up and 

clap if I really liked the show.  

I had a good experience 

of watching Beauty and 

the Beast. And hope I can 

have a chance to enjoy 

the next show in Raleigh 

Memorial Auditorium 

soon.  
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A note to Parents:  

Thank you for being our guest. We hope that these materials help 
you prepare for your day at the theatre with  us.  

If you have any questions or suggestions that would help you  
enjoy the experience more, please contact Donna Mullins, our Pa-

tron Relations Manager at 919.831.6941 x6943  

Enjoy the show,  

 

 

 

 

Elizabeth  Doran 

NC Theatre  President  &  CEO 
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Contact North Carolina  

Theatre at: 

www.nctheatre.com 

One East South Street  

Raleigh, NC 27601 

Box Office: 

919.831.6941 x6944 


